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plastic arts. Nathaniel Hone, who lived and worked
to a great age, came to us from a period before 1880 :
he was in truth a stray product of the French Barbizon
school and only under the guidance of an Irish art
critic of genius, Sir Hugh Lane, did his countrymen
learn to appreciate his work. The Dublin group
which produced Yeats, Hyde, and Russell, gave us
among painters Walter Osborne and Miss Sarah
Purser, whose work at its best could hold its own in
any modern exhibition. Sir William Orpen began
his training under Osborne, but though he has painted
Irish genre pictures and Irish landscape, yet by his
career he, like Sir John La very, his contemporary from
Belfast, belongs to British rather than to Irish art.
But Mr. Jack B. Yeats, the poet's brother, is; wholly
and solely Irish, and with a style as individual as can
be conceived : while Mr. Paul Henry has painted
hardly^ anything but West of Ireland landscape, and
has caught its essential character as no other man.
His wife, Grace Henry, • at moments: equals him in
intensity,' of: vision and surpasses him in beauty of
colour; while Mr. Keatinge, self-consciously Gaelic,
has rendered notably the wild dignity and beauty of
island folk in the West. Belfast can claim Paul Henry,
but not his inspiration : it has, however, its own
painter in Mr. William Conner, who renders the life
of its streets with a force and pathos that recall
Steinlen. Added to these is a notable development in
arts and crafts, much of which, notably in Miss Glesson's
Dun Emer industries, has looked for inspiration in
the traditional Celtic design of interlaced spirals. In
stained glass, Miss Purser founded a group of workers
who produced glass of very original merit, notably in
the work of Miss Rachel Geddes; and in another
establishment Mr. Harry Clarke has perhaps even
more remarkable windows* Dublin is not London
or Paris; but it may be claimed with moderation
that it has a culture richer and more varied than any
town except London in the'British Isles. And that

